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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation I analyze internal transitions in nuclei and their potential effects on s-process branching and on accelerated β-decay in cosmochemical samples. To
accomplish my analysis, I have constructed a number of computational tools, which I have
publicly released or make available through this thesis. I apply my analysis to the question of s-process branching at

186 Re

and study the implications for the osmium isotopes

in mainstream presolar SiC grains. My essential conclusion is that the problem of the
large neutron flux inferred from the SiC osmium isotopic abundances cannot be solved by
branching through an out-of-equilibrium isomer of
accelerated β-decay by

176 Lu.

Measurements of

186 Re.

176 Hf

I also consider the possibility of

excesses in bulk meteorite samples

lead to a 4% over-estimate of the age of the solar system when compared to Pb-Pb dating.
I confirm that excitation of

176 Lu

in rocky matter may lead to accelerated β-decay due to

the existence of a short-lived metastable state at 123 keV. I conclude that enhanced β-decay
of

176 Lu

is a possible and plausible explanation for the age discrepancy observed between

various dating methods. Finally I provide a short list of possible s-process branchings which
may benefit from similar treatments to that of
related projects that I have also carried out.
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186 Re,

and in the appendices I present some
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Brief History of Nucleosynthesis
One of the most pressing questions in astrophysics today is the question of the
origin of the elements and their isotopes that make up the ordinary matter of our universe.
There is an essential comprehension of the processes by which the elements are formed,
but a deeper understanding is necessary in order to fully appreciate the exquisitely detailed
isotopic abundance distribution we can now glean, for example, from presolar meteoritic
grains Clayton and Nittler [2004].
The first ideas regarding the origin of the elements were advanced in the early 20th
century by Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington [Eddington 1919] who claimed that hydrogen could
fuse into helium, releasing energy. He based his theory on measurements by Francis William
Aston that, assuming oxygen has an atomic mass of exactly 16, hydrogen is approximately
1% too massive [Aston 1919]. Eddington’s proposition was not widely accepted because
he did not supply specific nuclear mechanisms for the reaction(s) he proposed. Those
mechanisms were supplied by Hans Bethe [Bethe 1939], work which earned Bethe the Nobel
Prize for 1967.
After World War II, Fred Hoyle continued work on nucleosynthesis, expanding to
include the synthesis of heavier elements ([Hoyle 1946], [Hoyle 1954]). In their analysis of
the abundances of the elements, Suess and Urey [1956] noted the need for distinct kinds
of reaction processes for production of the isotopes of the heavy elements. The publication
of Burbidge et al. [1957] clarified these ideas, and we now commonly refer to three distinct
processes for the production of the heavy elements: the s (or slow) process, the r (or rapid)
process, and the p (or proton-rich) process (see Meyer [1994] for a review). In the above, the
slow and rapid refer to the timescale of neutron capture compared to beta decay. Along with
Burbidge et al. [1957], Cameron [1957] also helped to lay the foundation for understanding

1

the processes of nucleosynthesis, particularly by delineating the neutron-capture processes
in red giant stars.

1.2 s-Process
In the s-process of nucleosynthesis, nuclei capture neutrons in regions of low neutron
density (∼ 104 − 1012 neutrons per cubic centimeter) and intermediate temperatures (T ∼
1 − 3 × 108 K). This process occurs mainly during helium burning in AGB stars or massive
stars over the course of thousands of years. As nuclei capture neutrons, moving to the right
on a chart of nuclides, they become unstable, usually to β-decay. A β-decay essentially
converts one of the neutrons in a nucleus to a proton, producing a new element with higher
atomic number and making a seed for further neutron captures.
Simple s-process models assume that if an isotope is stable, it will eventually capture
a neutron. If a given isotope is not stable, it will decay. Models using assumptions like this
can produce elements up to atomic number 83 (Bismuth), with a stable isotope

209 Bi.

In a

chart of nuclides, the s-process path follows the stable nuclei. This path bends towards more
neutron-rich isotopes as the atomic number increases. This is because the Coulomb force
inside the nucleus, which goes as Z 2 /A1/3 , tends to decrease the binding of the nucleus;
thus, nuclei with larger A for a given Z are favored.
The s-process dominantly produces isotopes with mass numbers of 87-90, 138, and
208, as shown in Burbidge et al. [1957]. This is due to the fact that the nuclear flow at
these mass number proceeds through nuclei with closed neutron shells. Such nuclei have
lower neutron capture cross sections than their neighbors. For example, for the isotopes of
zirconium involved in the s process, the thermally-averaged neutron capture cross sections
are (from the Karlsruhe Astrophysical Database of Nucleosynthesis in Stars, version 0.2, see
http://www.kadonis.org): NA hσvi(90 Zr) = 2.7 × 106 cm3 mole−1 s−1 , NA hσvi(91 Zr) =
1.0 × 107 cm3 mole−1 s−1 , NA hσvi(92 Zr) = 4.9 × 106 cm3 mole−1 s−1 , NA hσvi(93 Zr) =
1.6 × 107 cm3 mole−1 s−1 , NA hσvi(94 Zr) = 4.0 × 106 cm3 mole−1 s−1 , and NA hσvi(95 Zr) =
1.3 × 107 cm3 mole−1 s−1 .

90 Zr

is a closed-shell nucleus (N = 50), and its neutron capture

2

cross section is quite a bit smaller than those of the other Zr isotopes. Because the nuclear
flow attains an approximate steady state during the s-process (such that the product of the
cross section times the abundance is approximately constant for all species), a lower cross
section for a nuclide means the abundance must be higher to carry the same flow. In this
way, the abundances at closed neutron shells are high in the s-process.
The s-process occurs when heavy nuclei and free neutrons are found together. This
requires a mechanism to produce free neutrons. This mechanism is typically an (α, n)
reaction such as

13 C(α, n)16 O

or

22 Ne(α, n)25 Mg

incomplete CN-cycle burning while the
reaction sequence
burning. The

13 C

22 Ne

during He burning. The

13 C

is due to

arises in the run up to He burning by the

14 N(alpha, γ)18 F(β + )18 O(α, γ)22 Ne.

Here the

14 N

source operates at a lower temperature than the

is left over from CNO

22 Ne

source.

Clayton and Rassbach [1967] suggested three components to the s-process, based on
total neutron exposure τ , defined as
Z
τ=

nn vT dt

(1.1)

where nn is the neutron density and vT is the thermal velocity of neutrons. The three
components necessary to describe the solar system s-process abundance distribution are
a main component with τ0 ≈ 0.30 mb−1 , a weak component with τ0 ≈ 0.06 mb−1 , and
a strong component with τ0 ≈ 7.0 mb−1 . Each of these components occur in different
circumstances, although it is now apparent that the strong component is probably not a
distinct component but rather a result of nucleosynthesis in lower metallicity stars where
the s-processing is more robust due to the lower abundance of neutron poisons [Travaglio
et al. 2001].
The weak component is attributed to He burning cores of massive stars where the reaction 22 Ne(α, n)25 Mg produces large numbers of neutrons. The advanced stages of nuclear
burning can also contribute to the s-process in such stars [The et al. 2007]. The s-process
enhanced material is ejected into the interstellar medium by the subsequent supernova
explosion.

3

The main component of the s-process is placed in helium-burning shells of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars [Ulrich 1973]. Kappeler et al. [1989] constrains temperatures
at such sites to a few hundred million K and neutron densities to a few ×108 cm−3 . The
13 C

neutron source provides the dominant supply of neutrons.

1.3 r-Process
The r-process of nucleosynthesis occurs in a very brief time period, probably during
a supernova event. During this time, a burst of neutrons causes an extremely large neutron
flux. This, combined with the high temperatures experienced in supernovae, causes a series
of very rapid neutron captures. During this time, neutron captures occur on a much shorter
timescale than β-decay, causing a rapid build-up of very neutron-rich material. This process
is inhibited only by the strong neutron binding at closed neutron shells and the onset of
spontaneous fission reactions with timescales similar to that of the neutron captures. After
the neutron flux subsides, these nuclei decay along lines of constant A, forming abundance
peaks of neutron-rich isotopes.

1.4 p-Process
The p-process is responsible for the handful of heavy nuclei that cannot be produced by neutron capture (for example,

92,94 Mo

and

144 Sm).

The bulk of these isotopes

are probably produced not by proton-capture reactions but rather by disintegration reactions on a pre-existing distribution of s-process and r-process products. Such processing
probably occurs in the inner, oxygen-rich zones of a massive star during its explosion where
peak temperatures reach T ≈ 2 − 3 × 109 K [Woosley and Howard 1978], although such
nucleosynthesis can also occur in the outer layers of a deflagrating white dwarf star [Howard
et al. 1991].
The techniques developed in this thesis may apply to specific cases in the r-process
or p-process, but we will focus on s-process applications throughout.
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1.5 Nuclear Energy Levels
A nucleus is a complex, many-body system made up of protons and neutrons interacting primarily through the strong nuclear and Coulomb forces. The nucleons making
up the nucleus can be arranged in specific ways, leading to discrete energy levels within
the nucleus. Models describing the presence and relative energy of levels in nuclei abound.
Cook [2006] describes over 35 different models of the nucleus and notes that over 30 models
are currently in use. Each of these models attempts to describe what energy levels are
allowed in a nucleus by determining allowed distributions of energy among the nucleons as
well as spin and parity distributions.
In order to transition between nuclear energy levels, a nucleus must either give off
or take in energy in specific amounts. The nucleons rearrange within the nucleus to adjust
for the change in binding energy caused by the increase or decrease in available energy.
Energy may be deposited into the nucleus through Coulomb interactions, Bremsstrahlung
radiation, photon interactions, inelastic scattering events, and many other events. Energy
can be emitted in many of the same ways, depending on circumstance. A nucleus has a
preferred configuration which supplies the largest binding energy per nucleon, and a nucleus
will spontaneously emit photons in order to reach this configuration. Only a steady supply
of excitation events will prevent an ensemble of nuclei from existing solely in this ground
state.

1.5.1 Nuclear Energy Level Densities
The energy levels of nuclei can be thought of in two ways: as a system of discrete
levels or as a continuous distribution in energy. In general, the higher the energy of a nucleus,
the more densely packed the available states become. One reasonable way to combine these
ideas is to assume lower energy states are discrete and at some cutoff in energy, they become
a continuum:

ρ (E) =

X

δ (E − Ei ) + ρc (E)

i

5

(1.2)

where ρ(E)dE gives the number of levels between E and E +dE. In this view, Ei represents
the energy of discrete level i and ρc represents a continuous distribution of energy levels.
ρ (E) (and ρc (E)) give the density of states between energy E and E + dE. This can be
expanded to include constraints on spin (J) and parity (π) as well. Bohr and Mottelson
[1969] present a simple model based on a non-interacting Fermi gas where the density of
√

states is proportional to e

aE ,

so the density of states grows exponentially from the ground

state (at E = 0) to the neutron separation energy (typically several MeV).
Experimentally determined energy levels are available for many nuclei, but most
only include lower energy levels. An important limitation in determining energy levels
experimentally is the fact that as an excited nucleus de-excites, there are many possible
paths available to follow, some of which may be highly likely, others of which may have very
small probabilities. Each energy level will transition spontaneously at a specific rate to each
lower energy level, with a strong bias towards energy levels with similar spins. Similarly,
a nucleus which is excited from the ground state will tend to transition to a higher energy
level with a spin similar to the ground state. Therefore, an experiment which begins with
a collection of nuclei in the ground state (zero temperature) and then excites those nuclei
and records the resulting emissions as the nuclei de-excite will have results which are biased
towards detection of energy levels with spins similar to the ground state. This is but one
of many possible ways in which the available data is incomplete.
Given the fact of incomplete data sets for nuclei of interest, a nuclear level density
model must be adopted in order to allow for higher energy nuclei. If we consider the grand
partition function Z of a nucleus with discrete energy levels (not distinguishing between
neutrons and protons), we get

Z(T, µ) =

XX
i

A

6

µA

Ei

e− kT − kT

(1.3)

for state i with energy Ei at temperature T and total number of nucleons A. If we account
for degenerate states, this becomes

Z(T, µ) =

XX
A

µA

E

g (E) e− kT − kT

(1.4)

E

where g (E) represents the degeneracy, or number of states, with energy E. This can also
be expressed in terms of an integral over the energy, with the state degeneracy becoming
the state density as follows:

Z(T, µ) =

XZ

∞

µA

E

dEρ (A, E) e− kT − kT .

(1.5)

0

A

This expression shows that the grand partition function is simply the Laplace transform
of the state density function, so an accurate grand partition function can supply a state
density function through an inverse Laplace transform.
In this work, we adopt the following commonly-used formula to describe the level
density of nuclei:

2J + 1
ρ (A, E, Jπ) =
24



π2
g0
6

 12 

h̄2
2l

 32 
−2 h 2 “
”i 1
2
2
h̄2
2 π6 g0 E− h̄2l J(J+1)
E − J (J + 1)
e
2l
(1.6)

for a nucleus with atomic weight A. This formula gives the density of levels with spin Jπ at
energy E. This formula is derived from the Fermi gas model of the nucleus with an extra
constraint added for the angular momentum J [Bohr and Mottelson 1969]. This model also
assumes the nuclear states are equally likely to be positive or negative parity.

1.6 Outline
In this thesis we will investigate s-process branching at 186 Re and attempt to address
the question: Does branching across
also address accelerated β-decay of
176 Lu

186 Re

176 Lu

strongly affect the production of

186 Os?

I will

and answer the question of whether excitation of

can lead to the population of a short-lived isomer.
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The remainder of the dissertation will proceed as follows. Chapter 2 will develop a
method for treating branchings in the s-process, beginning with a traditional flow analysis.
It will then develop a new set of tools and the ability to represent s-process flows graphically.
Chapter 3 will detail several new computational tools developed to carry out the complex
calculations required for a general s-process branching. Chapter 4 will focus on the isotope
186 Re,

an isotope with a long-lived metastable state. It will apply the method from chapter

2 to determine the effective rate of production of

186 Os, 187 Re,

and

186 W,

based on the

conditions prevalent in AGB stars. Chapter 5 will demonstrate the application of our
procedure to

176 Lu,

a long-lived isotope with a short-lived metastable state, to show the

possibility of enhanced β-decay. Chapter 6 will outline several other isotopes of interest
which will not be examined in detail in this work. The appendices to this thesis present
work I have done as side projects and codes I have not yet publicly released.
In this dissertation, I will show that 186 Re is internally equilibrated whenever there is
likely to be significant branching of the s-process flow across this isotope and that excitation
of

176 Lu

can lead to accelerated β-decay.
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CHAPTER 2
BRANCHINGS IN THE S-PROCESS
The s-process of nucleosynthesis as outlined in Section 1.2 is deceptively simple. It
assumes that all unstable nuclei β-decay, and all stable nuclei neutron capture. In reality,
there may be several different outcomes possible for any given nucleus, with different probabilities for each outcome. These probabilities may depend on several criteria, including the
local neutron flux, temperature, density, and the nuclear energy state of a nucleus. In some
cases, it is possible for the chance of neutron capture to be roughly equal to the chance
of β-decay, leading to an important s-process branching. Further, some isotopes many
branch with several different possibilities. Electron captures may play an important role
at a particular branch point, and the simplified picture of s-process flow rapidly becomes
inadequate.
In this chapter, I will first develop a traditional flow analysis of a simple branching
point in the s-process. I will then expand this picture to include the case of a metastable
state at the branch point. I will then continue analysis using graph theory, and expand the
picture one piece at a time until a general picture of s-process branching is found.

2.1 Traditional Flow Analysis
A traditional steady-state flow analysis of the s-process region around an isotope
can be a useful first step in determining the branching in that area. We can use the
picture presented in figure 2.1 to represent the flows in a basic “β-decay vs. neutron
capture” calculation.
By assuming neutron captures and β-decays dominate other reactions, we arrive at
the following system of equations:
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C1

C2

C3

B1

B2

B3

A1

A2

A3

Figure 2.1
Basic s-process branching in the nuclide plane. The nuclide plane may be thought of as
an x − y grid where the x coordinate is the number of neutrons in the nuclide while the
y coordinate is the number of protons in the nuclide. Neutron capture is represented by
a horizontal arrow pointed to the right (an increase in neutron number with no change in
proton number). Beta decay is represented by a diagonal arrow directed upward and to the
left (an increase in the proton number but a decrease in the neutron number). In the case
of an s-process branching, isotope B1 neutron captures to form B2, which can β-decay to
form C1 or neutron capture to form B3. Isotope B2 is referred to as the “s-process branch
point” in this case.
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dYB2
= NA hσviB1 ρYn YB1 − λβ,B2 YB2 − NA hσviB2 ρYn YB2
dt
(2.1)
dYC1
= λβ,B2 YB2 − NA hσviC1 ρYn YC1
dt
In the s process, the nuclear flow tends toward a steady state such that flow into
a nuclide balances flow out. In such a case, time derivatives tend to zero. By assuming
a steady state for the set of equations presented in Eq. 2.1, we can find the steady-state
abundance of isotope C1 in terms of the abundance of isotope B1:

YC1 =

λβ,B2
hσviB1
YB1
λβ,B2 + NA hσviB2 ρYn hσviC1

(2.2)

This equation tells us that the abundance of isotope C1 depends on the β-decay
rate and neutron capture rate of isotope B2, as well as the neutron capture cross-sections
of isotope B1 and isotope C1. If the β-decay rate is large compared to the neutron capture
rate of isotope B2, the first fraction goes to 1, leaving only the ratio of neutron capture
cross-sections of isotope B1 and isotope C1. This simplifies to the basic case discussed in
section 1.2. If isotope B1 has a large neutron capture cross-section, isotope C1 will be more
abundant. Similarly, if isotope C1 has a large neutron capture cross-section, isotope C1 will
be less abundant.

2.2 Addition of Metastable State
The above picture can be modified to account for a metastable state in isotope B2
if such a state exists. A metastable state may change the behavior of an s-process branch
point in several different ways. If the metastable state is extremely long-lived, while the
ground state decays quickly, it may provide a mechanism for further neutron captures, thus
by-passing the branch point. On the other hand, if the metastable state has a short half-life
to β-decay while the ground state has a long lifetime, the metastable state may provide a
significant branching.
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C1

C2

C3

B2m
B1

B3
B2g

A1

A2

A3

Figure 2.2
s-Process branching with a metastable state. Isotope B1 neutron captures to form either
B2g or B2m . B2g can β-decay to form C1 or neutron capture to form B3. B2m can neutron
capture to form C1. Each state in B2 can transition to the other.

2.2.1 Flow Analysis Including Long-lived Metastable State
To include the metastable state in the flow analysis, we allow neutron capture from
isotope B1 into either state (ground or metastable), allow internal transitions between the
states, allow neutron captures out of either state, but only allow β-decay from the ground
state. This leads to the following set of equations to be solved in the steady-state.
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dYC1
= λβ,B2 YB2g − NA hσviC1 ρYn YC1
dt
dYB2g
= NA hσviB1g ρYn YB1 − λβ,B2 YB2g −
dt
NA hσviB2g ρYn YB2g − λgm YB2g + λmg YB2m

(2.3)

dYB2m
= NA hσviB1m ρYn YB1 − NA hσviB2m ρYn YB2m −
dt
λmg YB2m + λgm YB2g
Using this system and again solving for YC1 in terms of the various transition rates
and YB1 yields a much more complicated relationship than the simple case presented earlier:


N hσvi
NA hσviB2g ρYn + λmg λmg +NAA hσviB1B2m ρYn
λβ,B2
YC1
m

=
λmg λgm
YB1
NA hσviC1 ρYn λgm + λβ,B2 + NA hσviB2g ρYn −
λmg +NA hσviB2




(2.4)

m ρYn

In order to expand this to a general case, we would have to include electron captures
into and out of the central state, as well as β-decays into the central state. Each of these
(electron captures and beta-decays) would feed into both ground and metastable states,
leading to a more complicated problem in rooting the system. While this analysis is straight
forward, a new approach would be helpful.

2.3 Graphing Approach
Using graphs, we can quickly identify pathways (called branchings) in any quantum
system. Each branching connecting two states represents a specific way in which one state
can transition to another. Two states can be connected by multiple branchings, each with
varying paths. Each branching has a weight associated with it which depends on the rates
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of each arc in the branching. Each arc has a weight determined by the timestep and the
rate at which transitions occur along that arc. The weight is determined as follows:

w (k ) = ln (λij ∆t) ,

(2.5)

where k represents a specific arc k which connects the source state i to the target state j.
In a digraph, the arcs indicate the source of a flow, so if a state or species i transitions
to a state or species j, the arc in a digraph will point from j to i. This is the opposite of a
flow graph such as figure 2.2. We also add a fictitious node which acts as a source for each
other node, with the arcs leading out of it each having a weight of zero. Further information
about graph theory, as well as the branching code we will apply to s-process branch points,
can be found in Wang [2009].
We then develop a full digraph for an s-process branching, including every reaction
of interest for s-process branch points as well as a metastable state for the branching isotope.
This full digraph is shown in figure 2.3.
The digraph in figure 2.3 leads to a complex system with 432 branchings. This
number is computed using the branching code developed in Wang [2009]. The branchings
of interest are those that connect the source isotope (A2) to one of the product isotopes
(A3, B3, and C1), but separating the branchings of interest from others by hand requires
a large amount of effort for little reward. The best way to handle this is to tailor figure
2.3 to display only the possible reactions for a given s-process branch point, then find the
spanning branchings of the simplified system.
In later chapters we will treat possible branchings at 186 Re and 176 Lu in an attempt
to find the effective production rates of

186 Os

and
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176 Hf,

respectively.

0

C1

m B2

B1

B3
g B2

A3

Figure 2.3
Full digraph for an s-process branch point. This digraph includes neutron captures into
and out of the branching isotope, electron captures into and out of the branching isotope,
β-decays into and out of the branching isotope, and transitions between the ground and
metastable states of the branching isotope.
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CHAPTER 3
TOOLS
3.1 The liblvls Module
Liblvls is a module that allows users to store and use data on quantum levels in a
system such as an atom, molecule, or nucleus. It uses XML as a data format, which allows
for platform-independent, human-readable data files. Liblvls is written in C and can be
compiled using C or C++ compilers on any platforms which libxml2 and gsl are available.
The liblvls module is used in calculations for this dissertation to calculate population
levels of various nuclear states in various circumstances. Nuclear data, such as species
names, energy levels, and spontaneous transition rates, are stored in an XML file which is
read by the computer at execution time. The rates of internal transitions between levels
are calculated using an implicit timestep method. By default, liblvls uses a Boltzmann
distribution to calculate rates of photon-induced transitions, although it allows users to
create alternate transition rate functions as desired.
Liblvls can be used to calculate static quantities, such as the partition function of
a nucleus at a given temperature, as well as dynamic quantities, such as the net transition
rate between two levels under given conditions. This functionality can be expanded easily to a full-scale simulation of a multi-level system. The user can supply a temperature
function (along with any other data necessary for user-supplied rate functions) and produce
a program to describe the population of each energy state as a function of time within a
complex system.
Nuclear energy level data can be loaded from the RIPL-2 database [RIPL-2 2003] or
the ENSDF format [ENSDF ] through simple translation programs. Spontaneous transitions
which are missing from the chosen format can be added using Weisskopf estimates [Weisskopf
1951] for each energy level.
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3.2 The wn two level Module
The wn two level module utilizes the liblvls module to characterize a complex set
of level information as two ensemble levels, greatly simplifying calculations for cases where
only two levels are of interest. The wn two level module is based on work presented in
Gupta and Meyer [2001] with minor differences in presentation. The cited work reduces
the dimensions of matrices and vectors by two to represent the removal of the two levels of
interest from calculations. The functions and routines in wn two level leave matrices and
vectors with their full dimensions, placing values of 1 or 0 as appropriate. In the case of
wn two level, this method was chosen to avoid confusion in array indices stemming from
apparently missing entries and changing dimensions.
An ensemble of levels is comprised of a portion of each level, with the amount tied
to each state based on the probability of transitioning to that state. For instance, in a
nucleus with a spin 0+ ground state and a 6− metastable state, a level with a 1− spin will
be strongly tied to the ground state. Wn two level calculates how strongly each level is tied
to either the ground or metastable state (or any other two levels of interest) by evaluating
both direct transitions and transitions through intermediary levels. It is possible to find
the preferred paths by eliminating levels from consideration, or by using graph theory as
discussed in section 2.3.
Gupta and Meyer [2001] construct several important quantities which have direct
bearing on s-process calculations. Section 2 of Gupta and Meyer [2001] in particular introduces vectors fnin and fnout , where n is 1 or 2, representing either the ground or metastable
state, respectively. These vectors represent the probability that each level will transition
to (or from) the ground state and the metastable state. In particular, f1in represents the
probability that a given level (as one of the elements of the vector) will transition to the
ground state. The vector f2in represents the probability that a given level will transition to
the metastable state. The vector f1out represents the probability that a given level will be
the target of a transition out of the ground state, and f2out represents the probability that
a given level will be the target of a transition out of the metastable state. In this work,
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we will replace 1 and 2 with g and m because not all metastable states discussed in this
dissertation are the second state. Gupta and Meyer [2001] also outlines the creation of a
matrix FN which describes the possible interplay between levels other than the ground and
metastable states. In essence, this leads to equations 2.29 and 2.30 from Gupta and Meyer
[2001], which state the effective rates of transition from metastable ensemble to ground
ensemble and vice versa, restated here:

ef f
f
λef
mg ≈ λmg,N = Λm

h

i

T

FN fgin

T

i

out
fm

(3.1)
ef f
f
λef
gm ≈ λgm,N = Λg

h

fgout

in
FN fm
.

The Λ in these equations represents the rate of transition out of the indicated state. Each
of these equations represents in simplest terms, a transition out of one state (f out ), zero
or more transitions between other energy levels (FN ), and a transition to the other state
(f in ), governed by the rate of transitions out of the original state (Λ).
Throughout this work, wn two level is used to calculate the effective rate of transition between the ground state ensemble and the metastable state ensemble for isotopes
which are suspected s-process branching points.
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CHAPTER 4
186

RE IN THE S-PROCESS

Some s-process isotopes can be produced only through a specific s-process branching, which makes understanding these branchings an important part of matching s-process
theories and calculations to observations. For instance,
process, via β-decays of

186 Re.

186 Os

is produced through the s-

This is the primary mechanism for creation of

186 Os.

There

is a very minor contribution from proton capture and radiogenic processes, but the overwhelming majority of
nucleus of
as

186 W

186 Os

186 Os, 186 Re,

is produced by the s-process [Reisberg et al. 2009]. The parent

is produced solely through neutron captures during the s-process,

is a stable nucleus. Therefore, the ratio of neutron captures to β-decays of

has a direct bearing on how much

186 Os

186 Re

is produced.

186 Os

185 Re

186 Re

187 Re

Figure 4.1 Simple s-process flow through 186 Re. In this simple picture of s-process flow
through 186 Re, a neutron capture by 185 Re creates 186 Re. 186 Re can either β-decay to
form 186 Os or capture another neutron to form 187 Re.

186 Re

plays a very important role in the s-process as the main source of

particular, the

186 Os

to

188 Os

186 Os.

In

abundance ratio in presolar grains will be directly affected
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by the effective decay rate of

186 Re.

Brandon et al. [2005] studied the osmium isotopic

ratios in bulk unequilibrated chondrite meteorites. They found anomalies consistent with
varying degrees of abundance of an insoluble s-process carrier, presumably the well-known
s-process carrier SiC mainstream grains. The measured

186 Os

to

188 Os

ratio was smaller

than the value inferred from standard s-process models. Brandon et al. [2005] proposed
that the s-process carrier was from an s-process with a neutron density two to four times
higher than that for average s-process Os. A second puzzle concerns the overall abundance
of

186 Os.

A study of

185 W

[Sonnabend et al. 2003] reveals a neutron capture cross section

for 185 W of 687 ± 110 mb. This value leads to a significant over-production of 186 Os in most
models of the s-process. Figure 4.2, taken from Brandon et al. [2005] shows how models
186 Os.

predict over-production of

Brandon et al. [2005] present the claim that a neutron

flux two to four times higher than that of average solar s-process sites could explain the
discrepancy. Reisberg et al. [2009] disagree with this analysis based on further dissolution
experiments.
It is necessary to better characterize the possible outcomes of s-process flows around
186 Re

to better understand how these isotopic anomalies might occur and to explain how

to bring production estimates of s-process-only isotopes in line with experimental measurements.

4.1

186

Re as an s-Process Branch Point

Using the method outlined in section 2.3, we can find the branching ratio for
186 Re

186 Re.

has a short-lived ground state with a half-life to β-decay of about 3.7 days and a

long-lived metastable state at 149 keV with a half-life to internal transition of 200,000
years. This seems to indicate that if

185 Re

neutron captures and the resulting nucleus

cascades into the metastable state, it will remain there for a long period of time, greatly
increasing the chances of a further neutron capture. In addition to the possibility of neutron
capture or β-decay,

186 Re

can capture an electron to form the stable
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186 W.

Selecting the

Figure 4.2 Isotopic anomalies of osmium in chondrites. In this figure from Brandon et al.
[2005], results from the Tagish Lake meteorite are presented along-side s-process model
results. The solid squares are results from carbonaceous chondrites, open diamonds are
from ordinary chondrites, open triangles are from enstatite chondrites, and solid diamonds
are several different model solar s-process values plotted at 10−4 of their respective values.
Panels A and B show 190 Os vs. 188 Os and panels C and D show insoluble 186i Os vs.
188 Os. The dotted lines are regressions through solar for the meteor, and the solid line is
a regression through solar for the s-process models. Because the s-process model points for
the 186i Os are not on the dotted line, the models cannot accurately reproduce the
isotopic composition of the Tagish Lake meteorite.
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appropriate branches from figure 2.3 and applying isotope names, we can create a digraph
of the s-process around

186 Re

as shown in figure 4.3.

0

186 Os

186 Re
m
185 Re

187 Re
186 Re

g

186 W

Full s-process digraph around

186 Re,

Figure 4.3
including neutron capture, β-decay, and e− -capture.

From the full picture in section 2.3, we eliminate β-decay from the metastable state
and only produce
cause

186 W

186 Re

from neutron captures (disallowing creation through β-decay) be-

is a stable isotope. There are three possible ultimate outcomes for each

186 Re

nucleus produced. First, it may β-decay from the ground state. Second, it may electron
capture from the ground state. Third, it may neutron capture from either the ground or
metastable state. Transitions between the ground and metastable state are also possible,
usually through intermediary levels.
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If the nucleus is in the ground state, a neutron capture is unlikely, as the timescale
for neutron captures in AGB stars is typically much longer than the β-decay half-life of 3.7
days. An electron capture will occur 7.47% of the time, forming the stable 186 W. The final,
and most probable outcome is a β-decay, which occurs in 92.53% of cases. Depending on
the conditions within the star, it is possible to transition to the metastable state as well.
If the nucleus is in the metastable state, we allow for transitions to the ground state
(through intermediary levels) or for neutron captures to 187 Re. β-decay from the metastable
state is disallowed, as there is no evidence of such a decay.
Based on figure 4.3 and using the code from Wang [2009], there are 42 possible
branchings for this system. Of these 42 branchings, 10 connect
185 Re

to

186 Os,

4 connect

185 Re

to

186 W,

185 Re

to

187 Re,

4 connect

and the remaining 24 do not make any usable

connections. In the overly simplified case where all spanning branchings have equal weight,
we would expect to see equal amounts of

186 Os

and

186 W

being produced from

185 Re,

with

2.5 times as much 187 Re. As will be seen, this is a gross oversimplification, but an interesting
zero-order assumption.
Using graph theory as presented in Wang [2009], it is straight forward to compare
two outcomes. For instance, the ratio of the effective rate of production of
effective rate of production of

186 Os

187 Re

to the

would be

f
λef
185 Re→187 Re

w(B)
B:(187 Re)→185 Re e
.
w(B)
B:(186 Os)→185 Re e

P

(4.1)
f
λef
185 Re→186 Os

The notation B : 187 Re →185 Re, for example, means any branching rooted at
187 Re

with a path from

187 Re

to

=P

185 Re.

This equation allows us to compare two values, but we have three values to compare.
If we instead place the sum of all three effective rates in the denominator, we can compare
the fractions of

187 Re, 186 W,

and

186 Os

produced from
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185 Re

as follows:

f
λef
185 Re→187 Re
f
ef f
ef f
λef
185 Re→187 Re + λ185 Re→186 Os + λ185 Re→186 W
w(B)
B:(187 Re)→185 Re e
w(B)
B:(186 Os)→185 Re e

=

P
P

B:(187 Re)→185 Re e

w(B)

+

P

+

w(B)
B:(186 W)→185 Re e

P

f
λef
185 Re→186 Os
f
ef f
ef f
λef
185 Re→187 Re + λ185 Re→186 Os + λ185 Re→186 W
w(B)
B:(186 Os)→185 Re e
w(B)
B:(186 Os)→185 Re e

=

P
P

B:(187 Re)→185 Re e

w(B)

+

P

+

w(B)
B:(186 W)→185 Re e

P

(4.2)

f
λef
185 Re→186 W
ef f
ef f
f
λef
185 Re→187 Re + λ185 Re→186 Os + λ185 Re→186 W

P
w(B)
B:(187 Re)→185 Re e

P

+

w(B)
B:(186 W)→185 Re e
w(B)
B:(186 Os)→185 Re e

P

+

P

B:(186 W)→185 Re e

=

w(B)

.

All that remains is to supply rates for each of the arcs in figure 4.3, which will
be done using libnucnet [Webnucleo 2001], rates from Takahashi and Yokoi [1987], and
wn two level.

4.2 Rates for Transitions Including

186

Re

Using data supplied in [Takahashi and Yokoi 1987] and libnucnet, we can find neutron capture, electron capture, and β-decay rates for appropriate isotopes. Some of these
rates are temperature dependent, and some depend on other factors. For instance, the
neutron capture rates depend on the abundance of neutrons and temperature. Tables 4.1
through 4.4 summarize the rates for their respective reactions, indicating what dependencies
the reaction has.
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Figure 4.4

Graph of selected data from table 4.1, neutron capture rates vs. temperature
for 185 Re.
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Figure 4.5

Graph of selected data from table 4.2, neutron capture rates vs. temperature
for 186 Re.
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T9 (K) nn (cm−3 )
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

1.00E+06
3.08E-10
3.36E-10
3.64E-10
3.79E-10
3.89E-10
3.98E-10
4.07E-10
4.15E-10
4.21E-10
4.26E-10
4.01E-10
2.97E-10
1.71E-10
7.93E-11
3.35E-11
1.63E-11
1.07E-11
8.60E-12
6.57E-12
5.29E-12
4.37E-12
3.70E-12
3.18E-12

5.00E+06
1.54E-09
1.68E-09
1.82E-09
1.90E-09
1.95E-09
1.99E-09
2.03E-09
2.07E-09
2.11E-09
2.13E-09
2.01E-09
1.49E-09
8.54E-10
3.97E-10
1.68E-10
8.15E-11
5.35E-11
4.30E-11
3.29E-11
2.64E-11
2.19E-11
1.85E-11
1.59E-11

1.00E+07
3.08E-09
3.36E-09
3.64E-09
3.79E-09
3.89E-09
3.98E-09
4.07E-09
4.15E-09
4.21E-09
4.26E-09
4.01E-09
2.97E-09
1.71E-09
7.93E-10
3.35E-10
1.63E-10
1.07E-10
8.60E-11
6.57E-11
5.29E-11
4.37E-11
3.70E-11
3.18E-11

5.00E+07
1.54E-08
1.68E-08
1.82E-08
1.90E-08
1.95E-08
1.99E-08
2.03E-08
2.07E-08
2.11E-08
2.13E-08
2.01E-08
1.49E-08
8.54E-09
3.97E-09
1.68E-09
8.15E-10
5.35E-10
4.30E-10
3.29E-10
2.64E-10
2.19E-10
1.85E-10
1.59E-10

1.00E+08
3.08E-08
3.36E-08
3.64E-08
3.79E-08
3.89E-08
3.98E-08
4.07E-08
4.15E-08
4.21E-08
4.26E-08
4.01E-08
2.97E-08
1.71E-08
7.93E-09
3.35E-09
1.63E-09
1.07E-09
8.60E-10
6.57E-10
5.29E-10
4.37E-10
3.70E-10
3.18E-10

5.00E+08
1.54E-07
1.68E-07
1.82E-07
1.90E-07
1.95E-07
1.99E-07
2.03E-07
2.07E-07
2.11E-07
2.13E-07
2.01E-07
1.49E-07
8.54E-08
3.97E-08
1.68E-08
8.15E-09
5.35E-09
4.30E-09
3.29E-09
2.64E-09
2.19E-09
1.85E-09
1.59E-09

1.00E+09
3.08E-07
3.36E-07
3.64E-07
3.79E-07
3.89E-07
3.98E-07
4.07E-07
4.15E-07
4.21E-07
4.26E-07
4.01E-07
2.97E-07
1.71E-07
7.93E-08
3.35E-08
1.63E-08
1.07E-08
8.60E-09
6.57E-09
5.29E-09
4.37E-09
3.70E-09
3.18E-09

Table 4.1 Table of neutron capture rates for 185 Re. The left column shows the
temperature in billions of K, while the top row shows the neutron density. A selection of
this table is reproduced in figure 4.4.

According to Kappeler et al. [1989], electron density ranges from 8×1026 to 40×1026
cm−3 in helium burning shells in intermediate mass stars. This allows the use of the electron
capture rates in table 4.3 at n26 of either 10 or 30.
The rates of internal transitions in

186 Re

are also important to the question of s-

process branching. In order to determine those rates, we will consider data from the RIPL-2
database [RIPL-2 2003] for

186 Re.

These data are based on various experiments, but are

largely incomplete. Many possible transitions are not recorded due to the presence of other,
highly-favored transitions, or due to limitations of the experiments performed. To address
this issue, we will fill in all possible transition rates using Weisskopf estimates, as outlined in
Weisskopf [1951]. These estimates are usually good to within an order of magnitude, so any
results should be considered with this in mind. As more transitions rates are constrained
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T9 (K) nn (cm−3 )
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

1.00E+06
3.07E-10
3.33E-10
3.75E-10
4.09E-10
4.32E-10
4.46E-10
4.54E-10
4.59E-10
4.63E-10
4.67E-10
4.83E-10
5.08E-10
5.40E-10
5.80E-10
6.25E-10
6.77E-10
7.34E-10
7.98E-10
9.44E-10
1.12E-09
1.33E-09
1.58E-09
1.87E-09

5.00E+06
1.54E-09
1.67E-09
1.88E-09
2.05E-09
2.16E-09
2.23E-09
2.27E-09
2.30E-09
2.32E-09
2.33E-09
2.42E-09
2.54E-09
2.70E-09
2.90E-09
3.13E-09
3.38E-09
3.67E-09
3.99E-09
4.72E-09
5.60E-09
6.65E-09
7.89E-09
9.37E-09

1.00E+07
3.07E-09
3.33E-09
3.75E-09
4.09E-09
4.32E-09
4.46E-09
4.54E-09
4.59E-09
4.63E-09
4.67E-09
4.83E-09
5.08E-09
5.40E-09
5.80E-09
6.25E-09
6.77E-09
7.34E-09
7.98E-09
9.44E-09
1.12E-08
1.33E-08
1.58E-08
1.87E-08

5.00E+07
1.54E-08
1.67E-08
1.88E-08
2.05E-08
2.16E-08
2.23E-08
2.27E-08
2.30E-08
2.32E-08
2.33E-08
2.42E-08
2.54E-08
2.70E-08
2.90E-08
3.13E-08
3.38E-08
3.67E-08
3.99E-08
4.72E-08
5.60E-08
6.65E-08
7.89E-08
9.37E-08

1.00E+08
3.07E-08
3.33E-08
3.75E-08
4.09E-08
4.32E-08
4.46E-08
4.54E-08
4.59E-08
4.63E-08
4.67E-08
4.83E-08
5.08E-08
5.40E-08
5.80E-08
6.25E-08
6.77E-08
7.34E-08
7.98E-08
9.44E-08
1.12E-07
1.33E-07
1.58E-07
1.87E-07

5.00E+08
1.54E-07
1.67E-07
1.88E-07
2.05E-07
2.16E-07
2.23E-07
2.27E-07
2.30E-07
2.32E-07
2.33E-07
2.42E-07
2.54E-07
2.70E-07
2.90E-07
3.13E-07
3.38E-07
3.67E-07
3.99E-07
4.72E-07
5.60E-07
6.65E-07
7.89E-07
9.37E-07

1.00E+09
3.07E-07
3.33E-07
3.75E-07
4.09E-07
4.32E-07
4.46E-07
4.54E-07
4.59E-07
4.63E-07
4.67E-07
4.83E-07
5.08E-07
5.40E-07
5.80E-07
6.25E-07
6.77E-07
7.34E-07
7.98E-07
9.44E-07
1.12E-06
1.33E-06
1.58E-06
1.87E-06

Table 4.2 Table of neutron capture rates for 186 Re. The left column shows the
temperature in billions of K, while the top row shows the neutron density. A selection of
this table is reproduced in figure 4.5.

through experiment, these new values can be used to get more accurate results for s-process
calculations.
After filling in missing internal transitions using Weisskopf estimates, the rates of
transitions between the ground and metastable states of

186 Re

can be determined using

wn two level. The rates are shown in figure 4.6.
Finally, we will assume the rates of neutron capture into

186 Re

to be split equally

between the ground state and metastable state, and assume that each isotope has an equal
neutron capture rate in identical circumstances.
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Figure 4.6 Internal transition rates in 186 Re. The dotted line represents the effective
transition rate from the metastable ensemble to the ground ensemble. The solid line
represents the effective transition rate from the ground ensemble to the metastable
ensemble.
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T8 (K)
0.5
1
2
3
4
5

Table 4.3

ne = 1 × 1026
1.51 × 10−7
1.35 × 10−7
5.31 × 10−8
9.87 × 10−9
2.84 × 10−9
1.18 × 10−9

ne = 3 × 1026
1.58 × 10−7
1.41 × 10−7
9.47 × 10−8
2.50 × 10−8
7.89 × 10−9
3.41 × 10−9

ne = 10 × 1026
1.63 × 10−7
1.50 × 10−7
1.25 × 10−7
5.97 × 10−8
2.26 × 10−8
1.05 × 10−8

ne = 30 × 1026
1.69 × 10−7
1.61 × 10−7
1.44 × 10−7
1.07 × 10−7
5.37 × 10−8
2.72 × 10−8

The electron capture rate for 186 Re at various electron densities (ne ) and
temperatures.

T8 (K)
0.5
1
2
3
4
5

Table 4.4

The β-decay rate for

4.3 Summary of

186

Rate (s−1 )
1.96e-06
1.96e-06
2.00e-06
2.09e-06
2.21e-06
2.28e-06

186 Re

as a function of temperature.

Re as an s-Process Branch Point

For purposes of this calculation, we will assume the following parameters: a temperature of 2 × 108 K, a neutron density of 1 × 108 cm− 3, and an electron density of 10 × 1026
cm−3 . The branching code from Wang [2009] also requires a timestep, which has been set
to 1 × 106 s.
186 Re

tends to equilibrate quickly at s-process temperatures, so it appears that

assuming equilibrium is appropriate. With the assumptions given above, the ratios from
equation 4.2 become
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f
λef
185 Re→187 Re
f
ef f
ef f
λef
185 Re→187 Re + λ185 Re→186 Os + λ185 Re→186 W
f
λef
185 Re→186 W

= 1.54 × 10−2
= 5.79 × 10−2

f
λef
185 Re→187 Re

f
ef f
+ λef
185 Re→186 Os + λ185 Re→186 W
f
λef
185 Re→186 Os
=
f
ef f
ef f
λef
185 Re→187 Re + λ185 Re→186 Os + λ185 Re→186 W

(4.3)

9.27 × 10−1 .

To expand on these results, these calculations may be carried out over a range of
temperatures. Figure 4.7 shows the fraction of

186 Re

that becomes

186 Os

as a function of

temperature. Oddly, this fraction increases with temperature as the rate of electron captures
to

186 W

decreases. This may be an artifact of maintaining a constant electron density

regardless of temperature. Figure 4.8 shows the same calculations if electron captures out
of

186 Re

are disallowed, resulting in a larger difference between the simple branching case

and the equilibrium case. The two level calculation remains indistinguishable from the
equilibrium case. The fraction of

186 Os

remains almost steady for the simple branching

case.
It can be assumed that
will β-decay to form
187 Re

187 Re.

186 W

created will capture a neutron, forming

With this assumption, approximately 7.3% of

and the remainder becomes

186 Os.

187 Re.

186 Re

which

becomes

Further analysis of this assumption is possible by

expanding the graph in figure 4.3 to include neutron captures on
subsequent β-decays to form

187 W,

186 W

to form

187 W

and

These expansions result in figure 4.9. This graph and

its implications will be further discussed in chapter 7.
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Figure 4.7 Fraction of 186 Re converted to 186 Os. The simple branching calculation
ignores the metastable state of 186 Re completely and treats all 186 Re as being in the
ground state. The equilibrium calculation assumes that 186 Re has all states in
equilibrium. The two level calculation separates the ground and metastable states of 186 Re
into separate ensembles. The equilibrium and two level calculations are virtually
indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.8 Fraction of 186 Re converted to 186 Os with electron capture disallowed. The
simple branching calculation ignores the metastable state of 186 Re completely and treats
all 186 Re as being in the ground state. The equilibrium calculation assumes that 186 Re has
all states in equilibrium. The two level calculation separates the ground and metastable
states of 186 Re into separate ensembles. The equilibrium and two level calculations are
virtually indistinguishable.
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0

186 Os

186 Re
m
185 Re

187 Re
186 Re

g

186 W

Figure 4.9

Expanded s-process graph around
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186 Re,

187 W

including

187 W.

4.4 Network Calculation
Useful information can be gleaned from running a full reaction network calculation
where the ground state of an isotope is treated separately from the metastable state. A
simple network calculation can reveal if an isotope achieves internal equilibrium, and if
not, how far out of equilibrium it is. Using reaction rates from the Jina Reaclib Database
(see http://groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db/) in addition to internal transition
rates from wn two level, such a calculation is possible. Using libnucnet [Meyer and Adams
2007] we can perform this calculation. During this calculation, rates for transition between
the ground and metastable states of

186 Re

(denoted

186 Re

g

and

186 Re

m,

respectively) are

computed using wn two level. This calculation is included in the wn two level distribution
as an example.
In the following, we assume a starting seed of Fe nuclei, a constant density of
neutrons, and a constant temperature. As neutrons capture onto nuclei, heavier and heavier
nuclei form. If we observe a single isotope, its abundance will increase with time as nuclei
capture neutrons. Eventually, the specific isotope will reach a peak abundance and further
neutron captures will decrease the abundance of that isotope. This calculation will use a
neutron density of 6.02 × 1023 cm−3 and a T8 = T / 108 K of 0.2. This calculation also
assumes that all captures from

185 Re

go to the metastable state.

Figure 4.10 shows the abundance of 186 Reg throughout the calculation. As expected,
the abundance peaks, then falls off. The rate of depopulation of

186 Re

g

is lower than its

β-decay half-life would suggest, so it is likely that a fairly long-lived species below
governing the flow through

186 Re

after the peak. Of interest is whether or not

186 Re

186 Re

m

is

is in

equilibrium during this calculation. Figure 4.11 shows clearly that given the aforementioned
assumptions, equilibrium is maintained throughout the calculation.
Finally, it is important to investigate if there are any cases where

186 Re

may be out

of equilibrium. By lowering the temperature to T8 = 0.1, we get figure 4.12, which shows
186 Re
m

enhanced by a factor of almost 12 above equilibrium.
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Figure 4.10 186 Reg mass fraction in a full network calculation. This figure shows how the
mass fraction of 186 Reg changes during a simple full network calculation.
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Figure 4.11 Equilibrium calculation of 186 Re states. This figure shows the ratio of states
in the calculation compared to the equilibrium ratio of the states. A ratio of 1 indicates
that the 186 Re in the calculation is in equilibrium.
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Figure 4.12 Equilibrium calculation of 186 Re states. This figure shows the ratio of states
in the calculation compared to the equilibrium ratio of the states. A ratio of 1 indicates
that the 186 Re in the calculation is in equilibrium. A ratio higher than 1 indicates that
186 Re is enhanced relative to equilibrium.
m
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The result in figure 4.12 is promising, but at a T8 of 0.1, the equilibrium probability
of having

186 Re

in the metastable state is so low (less than 10−6 ) that a factor of 12 makes

virtually no difference to the branching.
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CHAPTER 5
176

The isotope

176 Lu

LU

has a few similarities to

186 Re,

but also many important differ-

ences. The ground-state is an extremely long-lived state which β-decays with a half-life of
38 billion years. It has a metastable state at 123 keV which undergoes the same β-decay
with a half-life of 3.7 hours. The metastable state decays much faster than the ground state
due to the fact that

176 Hf

has a ground state spin of 0+. The metastable state of

176 Lu

has a spin of 1- while the ground has a much larger spin of 7-. The large differences in spin
make the decay from the ground state much less rapid.
With a ground state half-life longer than the age of the universe,

176 Lu

should

provide an excellent chronometer for extremely long events, yet using it to measure the age
of the solar system yields an age about 4% older than other well accepted methods [Amelin
and Davis 2005]. This discrepancy might be due to the short-lived metastable state causing
an enhanced β-decay rate.
Arnold [1954] outlines some early experimental work regarding the β-decay rate of
176 Lu.

5.1
176 Lu

on

175 Lu

176

Lu Production and Excitation

is produced mainly through neutron captures on

may result in

176 Lu

175 Lu

A neutron capture

in either the ground or metastable state. The probability of

ending in either of these states is dependent on the structure of
state of the

175 Lu.

176 Lu,

the original energy

nucleus, and the energy of the captured neutron. During the capture

event, there is a possibility that the neutron will escape, but after the capture is complete,
the (now highly excited) 176 Lu nucleus will cascade down through the nuclear energy levels.
Eventually, the nucleus will most likely come to rest in either the ground of metastable
state.
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176 Lu

is shielded from r-process production by the stable isotope

negligible electron capture rate. After production in AGB stars,

176 Lu

176 Yb

and has a

is ejected during the

late phases of the star’s life, either through strong winds or a nova event. Once outside
the star, the
all of the

176 Lu

176 Lu

condenses into meteorites along with other material. At this point,

is in the ground state because of the low temperatures. Any

was in the metastable state decays rapidly and forms

176 Hf

176 Lu

which

long before the condensation

phase. Albarede et al. [2006] posits the re-excitation of 176 Lu through gamma radiation, but
the shallow penetration depth of gamma radiation into a planetesimal makes this theory
unworkable. Thrane et al. [2009] cites an example of a meteorite thought to have been
embedded more than a few centimeters in its parent body, yet it still shows excess

176 Hf.

Thrane et al. [2009] continue on to suggest alternative methods of excitation, including neutrinos and cosmic rays. Neutrinos are ruled out due to insufficient flux. In order
to provide enough neutrino flux, a supernova event would have had to have occurred less
than 50,000 km from the parent body. Assuming the parent body survived this event, the
supernova would have been inside the solar system, so neutrinos are ruled out as a possible
energy source for excitation of

176 Lu.

Cosmic rays, charged particles with energies ranging from 100 MeV to 1 PeV, can
penetrate deeply into a rocky body, possibly tens of meters, before interacting with a nucleus. This interaction will cause a shower of particles within the rock. The resulting
particles will travel through the rock for another few meters. The charged particles resulting from the interaction will travel through the rock exciting nuclei through Coulomb
excitation and Bremsstrahlung radiation. Neutrons resulting from the interaction will also
travel through the rock, undergoing inelastic scattering events to shed energy until finally
being captured. These scattering events will excite the nuclei involved.
Thrane et al. [2009] show the plausibility of exciting the appropriate amount of
176 Lu

through cosmic ray interactions.
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5.2 Cascade Calculations of
As with
186 Re,

186 Re,

176

Lu
176 Lu

is unknown. Unlike

176 Lu.

In order to explore

much about the nuclear energy levels in

however, we are interested in the high energy levels of

these levels, we will use the level density formula outlined in section 1.5.1. We begin by
translating RIPL-2 data on

176 Lu

to the format used by liblvls, we then fill in levels up

to the neutron separation energy, making compound levels. These compound levels are
single levels within the liblvls data file, but they represent many levels within the actual
nucleus. Transitions to and from these compound levels are multiplied by the density of
the level. Each compound level represents multiple levels at similar energies and the same
multiplicity. Compound levels are spaced a minimum of 50 keV apart and have a density
of at least 100 levels. As noted in 1.5.1, the higher the energy, the more states contained
within a given energy window.
For a given energy, the density of states with a specific spin is determined by equation
1.6. In that equation, allowed spins for a given energy can be determined by the exponent
of the exponential. If the exponent is real, the spin is allowed, and a compound level is
computed. For each energy, a compound level is created for each allowed spin. Parities are
assigned randomly to each compound level.
After using the nuclear energy level density formula to estimate the higher energy
levels, we use Weisskopf estimates to allow for transitions between all levels. With this
framework in place, we can predict the probability of ending a cascade in the ground or
metastable state for each energy level or predicted energy level.
If we populate each level of

176 Lu

in turn and allow the system to evolve at low

temperatures, a portion of each initial population will terminate in the ground state, and a
portion will terminate in the metastable state. Figure 5.1 shows the probability of termination in the ground state for a population starting at the indicated energy level. In general,
levels with a high multiplicity terminate in the ground state (multiplicity 15) and levels
with a low multiplicity terminate in the metastable state (multiplicity 3). This assessment
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agrees with the method of level reduction presented in [Gupta and Meyer 2001], which was
discussed in section 3.2.

in
FN fm

In this case, the results of the cascade calculations should agree strongly with

in
= Γin
m in equation 3.1. Figure 5.2 shows the elements of the Γm vector spaced

by the energy of the associated nuclear energy level. Qualitatively, figures 5.2 and 5.1 are
identical, as expected. Quantitative differences are negligible as well, provided liblvls allows
enough time for the full cascade. The wn two level module produced the data in figure 5.2
in less time than liblvls was able compute a single data point for figure 5.1. This savings in
time is remarkable and demonstrates the utility of the wn two level module.
In general, the probability of entering an energy level from a lower energy level
is proportional to the rate of spontaneous down transitions. A low temperature cascade
calculation demonstrates these spontaneous down transitions and therefore shows how likely
an induced upward transition is. An energy level which is strongly tied to the ground state
ensemble may be easily populated by transitions out of the ground state. However, as this
calculation demonstrates, it will also cascade back down into the ground state. In order
to transition from the ground state ensemble to the metastable state ensemble, it must be
possible to a) excite a level from the ground state; and b) transition from that level to the
metastable state.
The existence of energy levels with elements in the Γin
m vector that are not essentially
0 or 1 means that certain levels play a key role in transitions from one ensemble of levels
to the other. With the existence of these levels, the method for excitation of

176 Lu

from

Thrane et al. [2009] becomes even more plausible.
By providing a profile of excitation energies that selectively excite these mixed levels,
it is possible to provide the 0.29% excitation required to explain the discrepancy in ages
gathered from

176 Hf

excesses.
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Figure 5.1 Cascade results by energy level for 176 Lu. The + symbols represent the
probability (horizontal axis) that a 176 Lu nucleus starting a specific energy state (vertical
axis) will cascade down to the ground state of 176 Lu. The simulation was performed using
liblvls at very low T.
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Figure 5.2 wn two level results by energy level for 176 Lu. The + symbols represent how
strongly (horizontal axis) a 176 Lu energy state (vertical axis) is linked to the ground state
of 176 Lu. The simulation was performed using wn two level at very low T.
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CHAPTER 6
OTHER S-PROCESS ISOTOPES OF INTEREST
In addition to

186 Re

and

176 Lu,

there are many other isotopes produced in the

s-process that may prove interesting to examine using techniques outlined in this thesis.
Any isotopes with a metastable state that is either extremely long- or short-lived when
compared to the ground state may be of interest. Long-lived states, like

186 Re

may provide

a mechanism to increase branching across the isotope by neutron capture. Short-lived states,
such as the metastable state of 176 Lu, may provide a mechanism for enhanced β-decay. Here,
we list several possible isotopes of interest with short discussions of the possibilities they
represent.

6.1
113 Cd

113

Cd

in the ground state is an extremely long-lived isotope, with a β-decay half-life

of 7.7 × 1015 years. It has a short-lived metastable state which β-decays with a half-life of
14.1 years. A neutron capture results in the stable isotope

114 Cd,

and a β-decay results in

the stable isotope 113 In. Unfortunately, current techniques are limited by the fact that there
are only two stable isotopes of In, making correcting for instrumental mass fractionation
impossible.

6.2
205 Pb

Pb

is an isotope created in the s-process which undergoes electron capture with

a half-life of 15 million years. This creates
majority of all thallium. However,
205 Pb.

205

205 Tl

205 Tl,

a stable isotope which accounts for the

undergoes a bound-state β-decay which recreates

This effectively increases the lifetime of

than the already long lifetime suggests.
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205 Pb

making neutron captures more likely

6.3
85 Kr

85

Kr

provides a fairly simple s-process branching with a 10.75 yr half-life for the

ground state and a 4.48 hr half-life for the metastable state. This provides a chance for
accelerated β-decay, but requires careful work regarding the rate of production of
85 Br

85 Kr.

β-decays with a half-life of only a few minutes, but it is unlikely to be present in any

large amounts as the heaviest stable isotope of Br is

81 Br.

6.4 Interpreting Results from Branching Code
The branching code from Wang [2009] outputs the weights of all possible branchings
in a given system. Interpreting this output can be difficult, especially when there are
hundreds of branchings. To facilitate this, a simple program is presented in appendix C.4
which can calculate the probabilities for each outcome of interest in a branching situation.
The program is flexible in that it takes in a variable length list of targets, but requires a
single source node for the flow. A slight modification of the input file is required: the final
four lines (statistical data) of the output from the branching code must be removed before
parsing with this program.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have explored s-process branchings using a new and powerful tool.
By identifying the dominant branching behavior of a system, we can quickly strip away the
complexity, greatly simplifying computations. In particular, use of the wn two level module
can speed up computation of internal equilibration and cascade calculations, and the use of
a branching code can simplify effective rate and production calculations.

7.1 Expanded
Addition of neutron captures on to
187 W

186

186 W

Re Region

and subsequent β-decays of the resulting

to figure 4.3 results in the new, more complex graph shown in figure 4.9. This new
187 W.

graph has 168 branchings, compared to the 42 for the version without

This increase

in branchings is significant (a factor of four), but not insurmountable.
Adding
from the

186 Re

187 W

to the graph also allows us to reduce the number of overall outcomes

branching back to two by eliminating

186 W

as a possibility.

Analysis of this graph with the same temperature, neutron density, and electron
density as in section 4.3 is possible, adding in neutron capture rates for

186 W

from the Jina

Reaclib Database and temperature dependent β-decay rates from Takahashi and Yokoi
[1987]. Out of the 168 branchings, 60 connect either
them connecting

187 Re

187 Re

and the remaining 16 connecting

or

186 Os

186 Os.

to

185 Re,

with 44 of

This analysis leads to a

branching ratio of:
f
λef
187 Re
f
λef
186 Os

= 1.69%.
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(7.1)

7.2 Conclusions Regarding
I have shown it is possible for

176 Lu

176

Lu

in an excited state to de-excite into either the

ground or metastable state. I have further shown that energy levels exist which have significant probabilities of both de-excitations. I have provided a powerful tool for computing how
an ensemble of nuclei will de-excite and shown the savings in computation time that such a
tool can provide. Furthermore, when a mechanism for excitation can be described in terms
of energy transfer at very low temperatures, wn two level may also be used to compute the
probability of transferring nuclei from the ground state ensemble to the metastable state
ensemble.
Future work on this issue includes determining the excitation spectrum of the resulting hadron shower when cosmic ray particles interact with bulk meteorite material and
applying the result, along with the results presented here, to calculate how much
starting the ground state, is excited and then de-excited into the metastable state.
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176 Lu,

APPENDICES

Appendix A
Shock Fronts in Compressible Fluids
Within a compressible fluid, a disturbance in density will propagate away from the
source at the speed of sound. However, if a flow is forced through the fluid at a speed higher
than the local sound speed, the fluid cannot adjust itself to the flow. When this occurs,
properties of the fluid may change rapidly over a very short distance, a phenomenon known
as a shock front. If an observer travels along with the flow, the shock front appears to be
stationary, with low density and temperature material flowing quickly into the front. As
the material interacts with the front, its density and temperature increase as its velocity
decreases. Mass conservation requires

ρ1 v1 = ρ2 v2

(A.1)

p1 + ρ1 v12 = p2 + ρ2 v22

(A.2)

while momentum conservation requires

and energy conservation





1 2
γp2
1
γp1
+ v1 =
+ v22
ρ1 (γ − 1)
2
ρ2 (γ − 1)
2

(A.3)

for the assumption of a perfect gas.
Using equation A.1, eliminate v2 and define a Mach number M1 ≡ v1



ρ1
γp1

1
2

. This

yields the Rankine-Hugoniot relations as shown


p2
ρ1
2
= 1 + γM1 1 −
p1
ρ2

(A.4)

"

 2 #
ρ1 p2
ρ1
2
2
− 1 = (γ − 1) M1 1 −
ρ2 p1
ρ2

(A.5)

and
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Substituting equation A.4 for



ρ1
ρ2

2

 2

M1 (γ + 1) +



p2
p1

ρ1
ρ2

in equation A.5 yields a quadratic in



ρ1
ρ2 :


 

−2 − 2γM12 + 2 + (γ − 1) M12 = 0

(A.6)

This quadratic yields two possible solutions, one where ρ2 > ρ1 and one where
ρ1 > ρ2 . The second case leads to violations of the second law of thermodynamics and is
thus ignored [citation]. The first case yields the density ratio
ρ2
(γ + 1) M12
=
ρ1
(γ − 1) M12 + 2

(A.7)

Substituting this result into equation A.4 yields a pressure ratio
p2
2γM12 − (γ − 1)
=
p1
γ+1

(A.8)

Once again using the assumption of a perfect gas, the ratio of the temperatures
before and after the shock can be expressed as



2γM12 − (γ − 1) (γ − 1) M12 + 2
T2
p2 ρ1
=
=
T1
p1 ρ2
(γ + 1)2 M12

(A.9)

From these equations, it is clear that the density of a fluid which experiences a
supersonic shock will be increased by a factor of less than

γ+1
γ−1 ,

while the temperature

increases asymptotically as M12 without bound. This is illustrated in figure A.1 which
shows the effective change in density and temperature of an ideal gas (γ =

5
3)

for Mach

numbers up to five.

A.1 Shock Models for Pre-Supernova Massive Stars
If we apply the above model to a massive star just beginning a supernova event, we
can determine new temperatures and densities throughout the star based on the speed of
the shock as it traverses the star’s interior. Using stellar models from Rauscher et al. [2002]
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Figure A.1

Relative increases of temperature and density due to supersonic shocks for
Mach numbers from 1 to 5.
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for a 15 M star, we can produce graphs showing the effect of various strength shocks on
the material inside the star.

Figure A.2 Temperature before and after shock in 15 M star. The temperature (in
units of T9) is shown for the pre-shock material and mach numbers ranging from 1.5 to 5.
The sharp drop in temperature around 4 M marks the beginning of the hydrogen burning
shell. The star does not extend out to 15 M because winds and other phenomena have
reduced the total mass of the star from 15 M at formation to around 12.5 M .

The application of shock calculations to pre-supernova massive stars is important
to the question of

15 N

to

14 N

ratios in grains. Rauscher et al. [2002] show that in massive

stars, explosive burning occurs in the hydrogen shell, sharply increasing the mass fraction
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Figure A.3 Density before and after shock in 15 M star. The density is shown for the
pre-shock material and mach numbers ranging from 1.5 to 5. The sharp drop in density
around 4 M again marks the start of the hydrogen burning shell. The density does not
show as great a relative change as the temperature because its asymptotic behavior is a
constant number dependent on the adiabatic index of the material, not quadratic as the
temperature.
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of 15 N relative to 14 N. Material from this shell then condenses into grains, resulting in some
grains having a high

15 N

to

14 N

ratio.

Figure A.4 Models of stellar interiors for various mass progenitor stars, from Rauscher
et al. [2002]. As the mass of the progenitor star increases, a spike in the 15 N mass fraction
occurs in the hydrogen burning shell (indicated on the 25 M plot with an arrow).
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Appendix B
Induced Transitions Using Laser Light
This appendix presents the derivation of the interaction of a two-state atomic system
with a monochromatic light source. The goal of this appendix is to fill in the intervening
steps between Eqs. 7.26 and 7.27 of Foot (2005) [Foot 2005] and apply the results to a
realistic system.

B.1 Differential Equation
Equation 7.26 is a second-order homogeneous ordinary differential equation with
constant coefficients describing the wave function of the excited state. By finding the wave
function of the state, we can determine the population probability for both the excited state
and the ground state, as well as the transition rates between them at any moment in time.
The equation of interest is
d2 c2
dc2
Ω
+ i (ω − ω0 )
+
2
dt
dt
2

2

c2 = 0

(B.1)

By assuming a solution of the form c2 (t) = eizt we can find the characteristic
equation

−z 2 − (ω − ω0 ) z +
with solution
z=−

(ω − ω0 ) ±

Ω
2

2

=0

(B.2)

q
(ω − ω0 )2 + Ω2

(B.3)

2

Using the two possible values for z, we can construct a general solution to equation
B.1 by adding multiples of the individual solutions. This yields a general solution of

c2 (t) = e−i

(ω−ω0 )
t
2

h
i
W
W
A1 ei 2 t + A2 e−i 2 t

with A1 and A2 to be determined by initial conditions and W defined as

(B.4)
q
(ω − ω0 )2 + Ω2 .

The final state solutions must meet the condition |c1 (t)|2 + |c2 (t)|2 = 1 for all time t.
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If we follow the procedure in Foot (2005) [Foot 2005] and use the boundary conditions c1 (0) = 1 and c2 (0) = 0, we find from the second condition that A2 = −A1 . This
forces the state probability

2

2

|c2 (t)| = 4 |A1 | sin

2



Wt
2


(B.5)

Tracking back to equation 7.25 in Foot (2005) [Foot 2005], we can write a differential
equation analogous to equation B.1, but using c1 (t). This equation differs only by a sign
from equation B.1, as follows
dc1
Ω
d2 c1
− i (ω − ω0 )
+
2
dt
dt
2

2

c1 = 0

(B.6)

with characteristic equation

−z 2 + (ω − ω0 ) z +
with solution
z=−

Ω
2

2

=0

(B.7)

q
(ω − ω0 ) ± (ω − ω0 )2 + Ω2

(B.8)

−2

and a general solution of
c1 (t) = ei

(ω−ω0 )
t
2

h
i
W
W
B1 ei 2 t + B2 e−i 2 t

(B.9)

Applying the boundary condition c1 (0) = 1 yields the condition B2 = 1 − B1 . If we
assume that B1 is real, then we can find the state probability

2

|c1 (t)| = 1 − 4 B1 −

B12



sin

2



Wt
2


(B.10)

Comparing to equation B.5 and using the condition that the state probabilities must
sum to 1 yields the condition that B1 − B12 = A21 .
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By assuming that

dc1
dt

= 0 for t = 0, we get
i
[(ω − ω0 ) + (2B1 − 1) W ] = 0
2

which yields B1 =

W −(ω−ω0 )
.
2W

This in turn yields A21 =

(B.11)

Ω2
.
4W 2

The final state probabilities are thus
Ω2
|c1 (t)| = 1 − 2 sin2
W
2



Wt
2


(B.12)

and
Ω2
|c2 (t)| = 2 sin2
W
2



Wt
2


(B.13)

as given in [Foot 2005].

B.2 The System
By taking time derivatives of eqs. B.12 and B.13, we can get the transition rates between the two atomic states. The code found in appendix C outlines how these calculations
are performed.
By applying laser light of differing intensities, we can achieve different results for
the system. Figure B.1 shows a case where the laser is barely intense enough affect change
in the system. In the limit of long times, each states will oscillate slightly around 50%
population. Getting to this stage will require many periods of the laser. Figure B.2 shows
a higher intensity beam which causes the two atomic states to oscillate between about 40%
and 60% population. It also requires several periods of the laser to achieve this result. In
both cases, the state populations lag behind the laser light significantly as the laser attempts
to empty the ground state at multiples of 10−10 s.
Figure B.3 shows a case where the laser is slightly higher in intensity. After a single
period of the laser, it drives the states to over 90% population. The time lag between
the laser and the state population is also decreased significantly. Finally, figure B.4 shows
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Figure B.1 State probabilities for very low intensity laser light. Calculation performed
with both laser frequency and Rabi frequency of atom set to 1010 Hz. The solid line
represents the ground state and the dashed line represents the target excited state.
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Figure B.2 State probabilities for low intensity laser light. Calculation performed with
both laser frequency and Rabi frequency of atom set to 1010 Hz. The solid line represents
the ground state and the dashed line represents the target excited state.
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a situation where the atomic system is completely driven by the laser. By 10−10 s, the
state populations following the laser almost exactly, with a barely noticeable lag and full
population and de-population of states.

Figure B.3 State probabilities for moderate intensity laser light. Calculation performed
with both laser frequency and Rabi frequency of atom set to 1010 Hz. The solid line
represents the ground state and the dashed line represents the target excited state.

With liblvls and the laser-induced transition rates calculated here, it is relatively
straight forward to investigate realistic systems where a third, “dark”state exists. In this
case, the laser will drive atoms between the ground state and a specific excited state,
and spontaneous transitions will feed an intermediate energy state from the excited state.
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Figure B.4 State probabilities for high intensity laser light. Calculation performed with
both laser frequency and Rabi frequency of atom set to 1010 Hz. The solid line represents
the ground state and the dashed line represents the target excited state.
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Similarly, a two laser system may be set up in which one laser drives between the ground
and excited state and a second laser attempts to ionize atoms in the excited state. These
two ideas may be combined and various aspects of the total system may be explored.
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Appendix C
Unreleased Codes
In this appendix, I will present several programs in their entirety that have not been
released to the public. Their creation is fairly straight forward using the tools presented
in chapter 3 and ideas from throughout this dissertation, but their presentation here is
useful as a reference. Several assumptions discussed may have multiple interpretations or
possible modes of application that may or may not affect the final results obtained through
these simulations, and a full presentation of the codes used can clarify questions of how
assumptions have been applied.

C.1 RIPL-2 Translation Code
The first program to discuss is the translation program from the data format adopted
by the RIPL-2 database into an xml format accepted by liblvls. This program accepts an
ascii file copied from the RIPL-2 website starting with the line that includes the name of
the isotope. It reads an appropriate number of levels and extracts the neutron and proton
separation energies. It extracts any included transitions and ignores any levels without a
listed spin and parity. This yields a file with the most complete levels possible.

/*////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// trans_ripl.c
//
// A program to translate RIPL-2 data files into
// XML-formatted species collections usable by Liblvls.
//
// Written in C by Joseph Johnson at Clemson University.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*/

#include "Liblvls.h"
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <strings.h>

void translate( char *, Liblvls__SpColl * );

double get_lifetime( char * );

int main( int argc, char * argv[] ) {
Liblvls__SpColl *p_species_collection;
char s_file_name[80];
char *p_output_file = NULL;
int i;

/*=====================================================================*
// Allocate memory.
//=====================================================================*/

if( !( p_species_collection = Liblvls__SpColl__new() ) ) {
fprintf( stderr, "Error in memory allocation\n" );
Liblvls__SpColl__free( p_species_collection );
return EXIT_FAILURE;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Check input. Use either command line or user input.
//=====================================================================*/
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if( argc >= 3 ) {
for( i = 1; i < argc - 1; ++i) {
if( strcmp( argv[i], "-o" ) == 0 ) {
p_output_file =
( char * )malloc( sizeof( char ) * ( 1 + strlen( argv[i+1] ) ) );
strcpy( p_output_file, argv[i+1] );
}
}
}

/*=====================================================================*
// User input of RIPL-2 filenames.
//=====================================================================*/

if( argc == 1 ) {
while( 1 ) {
printf(
"\nEnter a file name to translate (enter 0 when finished):\n"
);
fgets( s_file_name, 80, stdin );
if( strcmp(s_file_name, "0\0") ) {
translate( s_file_name, p_species_collection );
}
else {
if( p_output_file == NULL ) {
p_output_file = ( char * )malloc( sizeof( char ) * 81 );
printf( "\nEnter a file to output to:\n" );
fgets( p_output_file, 80, stdin );
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p_output_file[ strlen( p_output_file ) - 1 ] = ’\0’;
}
printf( "\nAttempting write to %s...\n", p_output_file );
Liblvls__SpColl__writeToXmlFile(
p_species_collection, p_output_file
);
break;
}
}
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Parse filenames from command line.
//=====================================================================*/

else {
for( i = 1; i < argc; ++i) {
if( strcmp( argv[i], "-o" ) == 0 ) {
++i;
continue;
}
printf( "\nReading file %s\n", argv[i] );
translate( argv[i], p_species_collection );
printf( "\nDone reading\n" );
}
if( p_output_file == NULL ) {
p_output_file = ( char * )malloc( sizeof( char ) * 81 );
printf( "\nEnter a file to output to:\n" );
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fgets( p_output_file, 80, stdin );
p_output_file[ strlen( p_output_file ) - 1 ] = ’\0’;
}
printf( "\nAttempting write to %s...\n", p_output_file );
Liblvls__SpColl__writeToXmlFile( p_species_collection, p_output_file );
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Clean up and exit.
//=====================================================================*/

free( p_output_file );
Liblvls__SpColl__free( p_species_collection );

return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}

void translate(
char *s_file_name, Liblvls__SpColl *p_species_collection
) {
char s_sp_name[6];
char s_parity[3];
char s_line[256];
char s_n_sep_energy[20], s_p_sep_energy[20];
int i_num_levels, i_num_trans;
int i, j;
char s_spin[5];
char s_lifetime[10];
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double d_energy, d_n_sep_energy, d_p_sep_energy;
size_t i_multiplicity;
int i_parity;
int i_state = 0;
size_t i_trans_targ = 0;
double d_a;
FILE *p_file;
Liblvls__Species *p_species;
double d_prob;
Liblvls__Level *p_level, *p_trans_targ;

/*=====================================================================*
// Open file.
//=====================================================================*/

p_file = fopen( s_file_name, "r" );
if( !p_file ) {
fprintf( stderr, "Could not open data file for reading\n" );
exit( EXIT_FAILURE );
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Pull first line of file.
//=====================================================================*/

fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

/*=====================================================================*
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// Search out isotope name.
//=====================================================================*/

j = 0;
for( i = 0; i < 6; ++i ) {
if( s_line[i] == ’ ’ ) {
continue;
}
else {
if( s_line[i] == ’\n’ ) {
s_sp_name[j++] = ’\0’;
}
s_sp_name[j++] = s_line[i];
}
}
for( j = j; j < 7; ++j ) {
s_sp_name[j] = (char)0;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Allocate memory for Liblvls__Species and fill in isotope name.
//=====================================================================*/

p_species = Liblvls__Species__new( s_sp_name );

/*=====================================================================*
// Pull out number of energy levels contained in file.
//=====================================================================*/
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fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

for( i = 0; i <= (int)strlen( s_line ); ++i ) {
if( !isdigit( s_line[i] ) ) {
continue;
}
else {
break;
}
}

i_num_levels = atoi( &s_line[i] );

/*=====================================================================*
// Sanity check for file name, isotope name,
// and number of energy levels.
//=====================================================================*/

printf( "File %s contains data about species \"%s\" with %d levels.\n",
s_file_name,
Liblvls__Species__getName( p_species ),
i_num_levels
);

/*=====================================================================*
// Skip number of gamma-rays, complete level scheme, assigned
// spin/parity, and get neutron and proton separation energies.
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//=====================================================================*/

fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );
fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );
fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

for( i = 0; i <= (int)strlen( s_line ); ++i ) {
if( !isdigit( s_line[i] ) ) {
continue;
}
else {
break;
}
}

d_n_sep_energy = atof( &s_line[i] );
sprintf( s_n_sep_energy, "%g", d_n_sep_energy );

Liblvls__Species__updateProperty(
p_species, "neutron separation energy", NULL, NULL, s_n_sep_energy
);

fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

for( i = 0; i <= (int)strlen( s_line ); ++i ) {
if( !isdigit( s_line[i] ) ) {
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continue;
}
else {
break;
}
}

d_p_sep_energy = atof( &s_line[i] );
sprintf( s_p_sep_energy, "%g", d_p_sep_energy );

Liblvls__Species__updateProperty(
p_species, "proton separation energy", NULL, NULL, s_p_sep_energy
);

/*=====================================================================*
// Skip header information.
//=====================================================================*/

fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );
fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );
fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );
fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );
fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

/*=====================================================================*
// Loop until we have all of the energy levels.
//=====================================================================*/
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while( i_state < i_num_levels ) {

if( fgets( s_line, 255, p_file ) == NULL ) {
break;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Extract energy of level.
//=====================================================================*/

d_energy = atof( &s_line[6] ) * GSL_CONST_NUM_KILO;

/*=====================================================================*
// Extract spin and parity.
//=====================================================================*/

strncpy( s_spin, &s_line[16], 4 );
s_spin[4] = ’\0’;
i_parity = atoi( &s_line[21] );
sprintf( s_parity, "%d", i_parity );

/*=====================================================================*
// Calculate multiplicity based on spin.
//=====================================================================*/

i_multiplicity = (size_t)( atoi( s_spin ) * 2. + 1. );

if( i_parity == 0 ) {
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i_multiplicity = 0;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Extract lifetime of state and convert to a rate.
//=====================================================================*/

strncpy( s_lifetime, &s_line[25], 9 );
s_lifetime[9] = ’\0’;
d_a = get_lifetime( s_lifetime );

/*=====================================================================*
// Create new level and add parity.
//=====================================================================*/

p_level = Liblvls__Level__new( d_energy, i_multiplicity );
Liblvls__Level__updateProperty(
p_level,
"parity",
NULL,
NULL,
s_parity
);

/*=====================================================================*
// Check for transitions.
//=====================================================================*/
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i_num_trans = atoi( &s_line[35] );

while( i_num_trans ) {

fgets( s_line, 255, p_file );

/*=====================================================================*
// Extract transition target.
//=====================================================================*/

i_trans_targ = (size_t) atoi( s_line ) - 1;

p_trans_targ =
Liblvls__Species__getLevelByIndex( p_species, i_trans_targ );

if( p_trans_targ == NULL ) {
--i_num_trans;
continue;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Extract photon probability for rate calculations.
//=====================================================================*/

d_prob = atof( &s_line[67] );

/*=====================================================================*
// Update level’s transitions.
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//=====================================================================*/

Liblvls__Level__updateTransitionData(
p_level,
Liblvls__Level__getEnergy( p_trans_targ, KEV ),
Liblvls__Level__getMultiplicity( p_trans_targ ),
d_a * d_prob
);

--i_num_trans;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Check for complete level data.
// Store data about the energy level in the p_species struct.
// Increment state number.
//=====================================================================*/

if( i_parity != 0 && i_multiplicity != 0 ) {
Liblvls__Species__addLevel( p_species, p_level );
++i_state;
} else {
Liblvls__Level__free( p_level );
}

}

/*=====================================================================*
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// Once finished with the file, tag the species
// onto the species collection.
//=====================================================================*/

Liblvls__SpColl__addSpecies( p_species_collection, p_species );

/*=====================================================================*
// Clean up and return;
//=====================================================================*/

fclose( p_file );

return;
}

double get_lifetime( char *s_data ) {
double d_data;
char *p_unit;
int i = 0;

/*=====================================================================*
// Iterate to beginning of data.
//=====================================================================*/

while( s_data[i] == ’ ’ && i < 9 ) {
i++;
}
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/*=====================================================================*
// If no information exists, return rate of 0.
//=====================================================================*/

if( i == 9 ) {
return 0.;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Extract lifetime value, return error if unable to extract.
//=====================================================================*/

d_data = strtod( s_data, &p_unit );
if( p_unit == s_data ) {
return -1.;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Return calculated rate.
//=====================================================================*/

return 1./d_data;
}

C.2 Level Density Code
The second program to discuss shows the method by which compound levels were
added to nuclear energy level data files. This program uses the liblvls code module to fill
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the energy gap between known energy levels and the neutron separation energy (or proton
separation energy, whichever is lower). It uses the level density scheme presented in section
1.5.1.

/*////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// add_levden.c
//
// A program to read in data file, create energy levels according to
// level density formula, and output a new data file.
//
// Written in C by Joseph Johnson at Clemson University.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*/

#include "Liblvls.h"
#include <stdlib.h>

int iterate_add_levels( Liblvls__Species *, int * );

/*########################################################################
// main()
//######################################################################*/

int main( int argc, char * argv[] ) {
Liblvls__SpColl *p_species_collection;
int i_min_lev_den;

/*=====================================================================*
// Check input.
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//=====================================================================*/

if ( argc != 4 ) {
fprintf(
stderr,
"\nUsage: %s input_file output_file level_density\n\n",
argv[0]
);
fprintf(
stderr, "\tinput_file = input level xml filename\n\n"
);
fprintf(
stderr, "\toutput_file = output level xml filename\n\n"
);
fprintf(
stderr, "\tlevel_density = minimum level density\n\n"
);
return EXIT_FAILURE;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Get level data from input xml file.
//=====================================================================*/

if(
!(
p_species_collection = Liblvls__SpColl__new_from_xml( argv[1], NULL )
)
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) {
fprintf( stderr, "Error loading file\n" );
Liblvls__SpColl__free( p_species_collection );
return EXIT_FAILURE;
}

i_min_lev_den = atoi( argv[3] );

/*=====================================================================*
// Iterate over species and create new level density data.
//=====================================================================*/

Liblvls__SpColl__iterateSpecies(
p_species_collection,
(Liblvls__Species__iterateFunction) iterate_add_levels,
&i_min_lev_den
);

/*=====================================================================*
// Output file.
//=====================================================================*/

Liblvls__SpColl__writeToXmlFile(
p_species_collection,
argv[2]
);

/*=====================================================================*
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// Clean up and exit.
//=====================================================================*/

Liblvls__SpColl__free( p_species_collection );

return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}

/*########################################################################
// iterate_add_levels()
//######################################################################*/

int iterate_add_levels(
Liblvls__Species *p_species, int *i_min_lev_den
) {
size_t i_num_levels;
Liblvls__Level *p_highest_level, *p_level;
double d_n_sep_energy, d_p_sep_energy, d_energy;
double d_denergy, d_energy_max, d_energy_base;
int i_a;
int i_parity = 1;
double d_a, d_j, d_j_max;
double d_expr, d_level_density;
char s_max_mult[5], s_levden[5], s_parity[3];

/*=====================================================================*
// Check for extra unnecessary data.
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//=====================================================================*/

if( i_min_lev_den == NULL ) {
fprintf(
stderr, "Missing minimum level density for iterate_add_levels().\n"
);
return EXIT_FAILURE;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Retrieve highest energy level.
//=====================================================================*/

i_num_levels = Liblvls__Species__getNumberOfLevels( p_species );
p_highest_level =
Liblvls__Species__getLevelByIndex( p_species, i_num_levels - 1 );

/*=====================================================================*
// Retrieve proton and neutron separation energies
// and nuclear mass number
//=====================================================================*/

d_energy = Liblvls__Level__getEnergy( p_highest_level, MEV );
d_energy_base = d_energy;

d_p_sep_energy =
atof(
Liblvls__Species__getProperty(
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p_species,
"proton separation energy",
NULL,
NULL
)
);

d_n_sep_energy =
atof(
Liblvls__Species__getProperty(
p_species,
"neutron separation energy",
NULL,
NULL
)
);

i_a =
atoi(
Liblvls__Species__getProperty(
p_species,
"a",
NULL,
NULL
)
);

if( i_a % 2 == 0 ) {
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d_j = 0.;
} else {
d_j = 0.5;
}

d_a = (double) i_a;

/*=====================================================================*
// Set up information for loops.
//=====================================================================*/

if( d_n_sep_energy < d_p_sep_energy ) {
d_energy_max = d_n_sep_energy;
} else {
d_energy_max = d_p_sep_energy;
}

d_denergy = 0.05;

d_j_max = (
(
sqrt(
1. + d_energy_max * pow( d_a, 5./3. ) * 4./33.7
) - 1.
) / 2.
);

if( d_j == 0. ) {
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sprintf( s_max_mult, "%d", 2 * (int) d_j_max + 1 );
} else {
sprintf( s_max_mult, "%d", 2 * (int) ( d_j_max + d_j ) );
}

Liblvls__Species__updateProperty(
p_species,
"max multiplicity",
NULL,
NULL,
s_max_mult
);

/*=====================================================================*
// Begin iterations to calculate level densities.
//=====================================================================*/

for( ; d_j <= d_j_max; d_j += 1. ) {

d_energy = d_energy_base;

while( d_energy < d_energy_max ) {

d_expr = d_energy - 33.7 / pow( d_a, 5./3. )
* d_j * ( d_j + 1. );

/*=====================================================================*
// Check for allowed level densities.
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//=====================================================================*/

if( d_expr < 0. ) {
d_energy += d_denergy;
d_denergy = 0.05;
continue;
}

/*=====================================================================*
// Calculate state density.
//=====================================================================*/

d_level_density =
( 2. * d_j + 1. ) / 24. * pow( 33.7 / pow( d_a, 5./3. ), 3./2. ) *
sqrt( d_a / 8. ) * pow( d_expr, -2. ) *
exp( 2. * sqrt( d_a / 8. * d_expr ) );

/*=====================================================================*
// Expand d_denergy to allow at least i_min_lev_den states and create
// string.
//=====================================================================*/

while( d_denergy * d_level_density < *i_min_lev_den ) {
d_denergy *= 2.;
}

if( d_energy + 0.5 * d_denergy + 0.00001 * d_j > d_energy_max ) {
d_denergy = 2. * ( d_energy_max - d_energy - 0.000002 * d_j );
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};

if( d_denergy * d_level_density < 1. ) {
d_energy += d_denergy;
d_denergy = 0.05;
continue;
}

sprintf( s_levden, "%d", (int) ( d_denergy * d_level_density ) );

/*=====================================================================*
// Create a level with a slight energy offset (to avoid duplication).
//=====================================================================*/

p_level =
Liblvls__Level__new(
( d_energy + 0.5 * d_denergy + 0.00001 * d_j ) * 1000.,
(size_t) ( 2. * d_j + 1. )
);

Liblvls__Level__updateProperty(
p_level,
"level density",
NULL,
NULL,
s_levden
);
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i_parity *= -1;
sprintf( s_parity, "%d", i_parity );

Liblvls__Level__updateProperty(
p_level,
"parity",
NULL,
NULL,
s_parity
);

Liblvls__Species__addLevel( p_species, p_level );

d_energy += d_denergy;
d_denergy = 0.05;

}
}

return 1;
}

C.3 Transition Functions
Another code of interest is the file that includes the transitions rate functions used
throughout this dissertation. This file contains two transition rate functions, one for the
laser-driven system described in appendix B, and one for calculating rates in a system with
compound levels, as was done for

176 Lu

in chapter 5.
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/*////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// transitionrates.c
//
// Codes to calculate transition rates in the special cases of compound
// levels and a laser-driven system.
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*/

#include "Liblvls.h"

#define LEVDEN "level density"

int level_density_transition_rates_function(
Liblvls__Level *,
Liblvls__Level *,
double,
double *,
double *,
Liblvls__Species *
);

int laser_induced_transition_rates_function(
Liblvls__Level *,
Liblvls__Level *,
double,
double *,
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double *,
void *
);

/*########################################################################
// level_density_transition_rates_function()
//######################################################################*/

int
level_density_transition_rates_function(
Liblvls__Level *p_upper_level,
Liblvls__Level *p_lower_level,
double d_temperature,
double *p_up_rate,
double *p_down_rate,
Liblvls__Species *p_species
)
{
int i_upper_level_den, i_lower_level_den;
char s_upper_level_den[15], s_lower_level_den[15];

/*======================================================================
// Get rates due to Einstein coefficients.
//====================================================================*/

Liblvls__Species__clearTransitionRatesFunction( p_species );

Liblvls__Species__computeRatesForTransition(
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p_species,
p_upper_level,
p_lower_level,
d_temperature,
p_up_rate,
p_down_rate,
NULL
);

Liblvls__Species__setTransitionRatesFunction(
p_species,
(Liblvls__Level__transitionRatesFunction)
level_density_transition_rates_function
);

/*======================================================================
// Get level densities.
//====================================================================*/

if(
Liblvls__Level__getProperty(
p_upper_level,
LEVDEN,
NULL,
NULL
) != NULL
) {
sprintf( s_upper_level_den, "%s",
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Liblvls__Level__getProperty(
p_upper_level,
LEVDEN,
NULL,
NULL
)
);

i_upper_level_den = atoi(
s_upper_level_den
);
} else {
i_upper_level_den = 1;
}

if(
Liblvls__Level__getProperty(
p_lower_level,
LEVDEN,
NULL,
NULL
) != NULL
) {
sprintf( s_lower_level_den, "%s",
Liblvls__Level__getProperty(
p_lower_level,
LEVDEN,
NULL,
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NULL
)
);

i_lower_level_den = atoi(
s_lower_level_den
);
} else {
i_lower_level_den = 1;
}

/*======================================================================
// Modify rates.
//====================================================================*/

*p_up_rate = *p_up_rate *
( double ) i_upper_level_den * ( double ) i_lower_level_den;

*p_down_rate = *p_down_rate *
( double ) i_upper_level_den * ( double ) i_lower_level_den;

return 1;

}

/*########################################################################
// laser_induced_transition_rates_function()
//######################################################################*/
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int laser_induced_transition_rates_function(
Liblvls__Level *p_upper_level, Liblvls__Level *p_lower_level,
double d_temperature, double *p_up_rate, double *p_down_rate,
void *p_extra_data
) {
typedef struct laser_induced_transition_data{
Liblvls__Species *pSpecies;
double dIntensity;
double dFrequency;
double dTime;
} laser_induced_transition_data;

laser_induced_transition_data *p_data;

p_data = (laser_induced_transition_data *) p_extra_data;

/*======================================================================
// Get rates due to Einstein coefficients.
//====================================================================*/

Liblvls__Species__clearTransitionRatesFunction( p_data->pSpecies );

Liblvls__Species__computeRatesForTransition(
p_data->pSpecies,
p_upper_level,
p_lower_level,
d_temperature,
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p_up_rate,
p_down_rate,
NULL
);

Liblvls__Species__setTransitionRatesFunction(
p_data->pSpecies,
(Liblvls__Level__transitionRatesFunction)
laser_induced_transition_rates_function
);

/*======================================================================
// Modify rates.
//====================================================================*/

if( Liblvls__Level__getIndex( p_upper_level ) == 2
&& Liblvls__Level__getIndex( p_lower_level ) == 0
) {

*p_up_rate +=
p_data->dIntensity * (
cos( 2. * M_PI * p_data->dFrequency * p_data->dTime ) + 1.
) / 2.;

*p_down_rate +=
p_data->dIntensity * (
cos( 2. * M_PI * p_data->dFrequency * p_data->dTime + M_PI ) + 1.
) / 2.;
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}

return 1;
}

C.4 Branching Target Probability Code
This code computes the probability of a specific node being the outcome in a given
branching. It interprets the final resulting output from the branching code of Wang [2009],
allowing for the original source of the flow in a graph to be any node. It also allows for a
variable number of targets. This code would be very useful in analyzing outcomes of various
branching scenarios presented in chapter 6.

/*////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// find_target_probability.c
//
// Code to calculate the probabilities of specific outcomes for a given
// digraph. Input files created by branching code from Wang [2009].
// The final four lines of output from the Wang [2009] code should be
// removed prior to running this code.
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*/

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
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int is_in_target_list( unsigned int, unsigned int *, unsigned int );

/*########################################################################
// main()
//######################################################################*/

int main( int argc, char *argv[] ) {
unsigned int i;
unsigned int *i_sources, *i_targets;
unsigned int i_num_levels = 0, i_num_targets = 0;
unsigned int i_source;
double *d_weights, d_tot_weight = 0;
double d_tmp;
char s_line[256];
FILE *input;

/*======================================================================
// Check input.
//====================================================================*/

if( argc <= 3 ) {
fprintf(
stderr,
"\nUsage: %s filename levels source num_targets [target_list]\n\n",
argv[0]
);
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return 0;
} else if( argc != 5 + atoi( argv[4] ) ) {
fprintf(
stderr, "\nUsage: %s filename levels num_targets [target_list]\n\n",
argv[0]
);
fprintf(
stderr, "\nTarget list must contain %d targets\n\n", atoi( argv[4] )
);

return 0;
}

/*======================================================================
// Retrieve number of levels and source level.
// Create source and weight lists.
//====================================================================*/

i_num_levels = (unsigned int) atoi( argv[2] );
i_source = (unsigned int) atoi( argv[3] );
i_sources =
(unsigned int *)malloc( sizeof( int ) * ( i_num_levels + 1 ) );
d_weights = (double *)malloc( sizeof( double ) * ( i_num_levels + 1 ) );

for( i = 0; i <= i_num_levels; ++i ) {
i_sources[i] = 0;
d_weights[i] = 0.;
}
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/*======================================================================
// Retrieve target list.
//====================================================================*/

i_num_targets = (unsigned int) atoi( argv[4] );
i_targets = (unsigned int *)malloc( sizeof( int ) * i_num_targets );

for(i = 0; i < i_num_targets; ++i ) {
i_targets[i] = (unsigned int) atoi( argv[5+i] );
}

/*======================================================================
// Open input file.
//====================================================================*/

input = fopen( argv[1], "r" );
if( !input ) {
fprintf( stderr, "Could not open input file.\n\n" );
return -1;
}

/*======================================================================
// Loop through input file.
//====================================================================*/

while( !feof( input ) )
{
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fgets( s_line, 256, input );
if( feof( input ) ) {
break;
}

/*======================================================================
// Extract sources for each node.
//====================================================================*/

i = i_num_levels;
i_sources[i] = (unsigned int) atoi( strtok( s_line, "(), " ) );
strtok( NULL, "(), " );
--i;

for( ; i > 0; --i ) {
i_sources[i] = (unsigned int) atoi( strtok( NULL, "(), " ) );
strtok( NULL, "(), " );
}

/*======================================================================
// Trace from original source to final target
//====================================================================*/

i = i_source;
while( 1 ) {

/*======================================================================
// Check for fictitious node.
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//====================================================================*/

if( i_sources[i] == 0 ) {
fgets( s_line, 256, input );
fgets( s_line, 256, input );
break;
}

/*======================================================================
// Check for target node.
//====================================================================*/

if( is_in_target_list( i_sources[i], i_targets, i_num_targets ) ) {
fscanf( input, "exp(w(B)) = %lf\n", &d_tmp );

d_weights[i_sources[i]] += d_tmp;
d_tot_weight += d_tmp;

break;
}

i = i_sources[i];
}
}

/*======================================================================
// Close input file, print target weights, clean up and return.
//====================================================================*/
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fclose( input );

for( i = 0; i < i_num_targets; ++i ) {
printf( "Total for target %d: %g\n",
i_targets[i], d_weights[i_targets[i]]/d_tot_weight
);
}

free( i_sources );
free( i_targets );
free( d_weights );

return 1;
}

/*########################################################################
// is_in_target_list()
//######################################################################*/

int is_in_target_list(
unsigned int target, unsigned int *i_targets, unsigned int i_num_targets
) {
unsigned int i;

/*======================================================================
// Check for node in target list.
//====================================================================*/
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for( i = 0; i <= i_num_targets; ++i ) {
if( i_targets[i] == target ) {
return 1;
}
}

return 0;
}
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